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This paper contains the Invited Plenary Speech held at the Klaara 2019 conference with minor stylistic
revisions. I have added some of the imagery from the PowerPoint presentation as the text in some places
refers to this material.
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Dear Ulla, dear Camilla, I thank you very much for the invitation and for the flattering
presentation. It is an honour to be given the opening speech. Our contacts have been
intensive during the last years, but it was always you who undertook the effort of
traveling to us:
-

Leealaura from Selkokeskus was with us at the University of Hildesheim two
years ago in our symposium on Easy Language in the Media.

-

Ulla and Camilla, you were with us in Hildesheim for our big conference on
Accessible Communication one year ago for a plenary speech.

-

And as many as 13 of you came over from Finland for our workshop on Legal
Perspectives and Research on Easy Language in may this year in Hildesheim.

So I am more than happy to return these visits. I promise that, if you wish, this is my
first, but surely not my last stay in Finland. I did not come with 12 people, but we are 6
from Hildesheim taking part in your conference. So we compete for the title of biggest
delegation from Germany. But I’m afraid we might lose closely to the Research Group
on Easy German of Silvia Hansen-Schirra from the University of Mainz-Germersheim,
who is also present with quite a number of people.
It is the time for international networking and cooperation in Easy Language and Accessible Communication Research and that is why I am so very grateful to the organizers
of this Conference.
In my contribution I will speak about the current situation of Easy language in Germany
and its making. I will tell you about our research. And I speak about what this research
and our practical projects tell us as to where we think we should be heading from here.

1. Let’s get started
In Germany, accessibility and participation are very important topics. Legislation on
Easy Language has made a lot of progress in recent years. The implementation of the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is on the agenda
-

of each Federal German Land,

-

each municipality,

-

each regional parliament and local authority,

-

and of course also the Federal Government and its public bodies.
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There is a lot of good will, a lot has been achieved in comparatively little time, many
want to contribute in a lot of different contexts.
We as the Research Centre for Easy Language are part of many translation projects,
we do plenty of workshops in many different fields and the interest is huge.
For example, for two years now we have done qualification workshops for translators
that normally do translation mostly of technical or legal texts between different
languages and are interested in Easy German. These workshops all in all last 6 days
and can take a maximum of 25 people and they are always booked up. The last one
finished just one week ago.
Last year we started a Master programme Accessible Communication (“Barrierefreie
Kommunikation”, https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/leichtesprache/ma-barrierefreie-kom
munikation) at our University of Hildesheim. The students will be professional translators of Easy German and experts for the field of Accessible Communication. Besides,
they learn sign language and subtitling, audiodescription for the blind and many other
forms of Accessible Communication.

Figure 1: Master Programme "Accessible Communication" (University of Hildesheim)

And research is stepping up giving the insights we have wished for, and providing
answers we have been looking for.
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But I will not deliver a eulogy of the German situation of Easy Language. I will not
praise our achievements and recommend them for imitation. Because a lot has indeed
been achieved, for sure, but the situation is far from ideal and we are certainly not
finished. In fact, we are looking to you in the attempt to learn. For us, a lot remains to
be reflected, researched, communicated, changed. So in this conference, I will give
you an outline of the many factors that, as far as I can see, contribute to the success
of accessibility in communication. And I am curious to hear what is going on in your
countries and in your respective fields of action.

Let me start with an example that, in my mind, shows very well, that the endeavour to
make communication accessible is quite complex. In 2015, the Federal State Parliament of Schleswig Holstein amended its Electoral Law. Under the new law, the
electoral information and the polling cards were to be provided in Easy German for all
2.3 million eligible voters. This was done recognizing that the regular material in
standard German excludes people with communication impairments. Material in Easy
Language, on the contrary, is comprehensible to everybody. The idea behind the law
amendment was that Easy German uses only central vocabulary and basic
grammatical structures that everybody knows. There are some people that know only
those structures and there are many others that know those structures and many more.
So if you use Easy German everybody can understand, as it is the common ground
everybody is standing on. Universal design, very neat and simple. Seemingly a big
success for the Easy Language movement.
At the next occasion, in spring 2017 accordingly, electoral information and polling cards
were sent to all voters in Easy German only. But unfortunately, the material in Easy
Language was not gracefully accepted by the population. It provoked so many harsh
reactions offline and online, a real shit storm, and so much negative press coverage,
that the parliament soon after held an emergency sitting. It decided to amend the Electoral Law again and roll back the changes. I cite from the official report on the Website
of the State Parliament from 2017 that states:
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The documents dispatched in the run-up to the elections had caused irritation
in many of the 2.3 million eligible voters. Easy Language has caused “upheaval,
incomprehension and alienation” in the population said Claus Christian Claussen (CDU [Christian Democratic Party]) in the debate put on the agenda per
emergency decision, adding that “proper German” was the easiest language for
more than 90 percent of the population. “Too many people felt alienated”, confirmed Burkhard Peters (Grüne [Green Party]). An explication would have been
needed. The statements of Kay Richert (FDP [Liberal Democratic Party]), Claus
Schaffer (AfD [Far Right Party]) and Lars Harms (SSW [Schleswig-Holstein Regional Party) went in the same direction: “It is not our goal to reach less people,
but more”, said Mr Richert. (Landtag Schleswig-Holstein 2017, my translation)

Now information in Easy Language is made available only online and on explicit
request. Yet, the people that really need Easy Language are clearly not the ones that
easily trace information hidden on the third subpage of an official ministry Website.
Neither are they typically the first to explicitly address public authorities and demand
information that is adequate for them in a concrete situation. If they should really know
it exists and that they are entitled to have it in the first place.
This is a sad case, but it is firstly not untypical and it is secondly also fascinating (I am
a researcher and we usually find even the sad cases fascinating):
-

The amendment was very obviously carried by a lot of good will. This is a very
important precondition for inclusion. But this did not suffice to make it work.

-

Although a form of German was chosen that was objectively very comprehensible,
it was the impression that fewer people were reached than with the standard
version. This is evidently not a question of comprehensibility. The idea, that if you
remove the comprehension barrier, everybody is able to pass, interestingly did not
work.

-

The people that were addressed and do not belong to the target groups of Easy
German felt provoked and alienated. This is not what we want to achieve with Easy
Language in an inclusive society. It is obviously not easy to use Easy Language
appropriately.

-

And the solution found in the end is not helpful at all: The texts do exist, but they
are not accessible to the target groups.
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Let’s start from here: What does really makes texts, what makes communication
accessible?

2. What makes Communication Accessible?
In order to access communicative contents and to be able to act on the basis of this
information, people need to find the information.
If they have found the information they must be able to perceive it.
They must be able to understand and recall it. This is usually only possible if the information relates to previous knowledge they have on the subject.
The text – and I use the term “text” in a very broad sense of “communicative product”,
this can also be an oral contribution, for example, in doctor-patient-interaction, or a film
–, I repeat, the text must also be acceptable. That is, it should not produce repulsion
or stigmatize readers. Only if all these criteria are met the text is really accessible and
can contribute to decisions or actions.
On this basis, we can deduce the qualities that accessible communication has to have.
These deductions might seem trivial, but they are actually not. Only very few specimens of Easy Language texts correspond to all of these qualities.
Ok, so here they are (Maaß/Rink 2019; Maaß 2019):
-

In order to be found it helps a lot if a text is retrievable. In many cases the accessibility of communication ends here. As we have seen, this is the case of the Easy
Language versions of the electoral information in Schleswig-Holstein in the last
amended version: the texts are provided, but they are not retrievable for the target
groups and they are thus not searched for and not found.

-

In order to be perceived texts have to be perceivable. I shall not give examples here
but will shortly get back to the single qualities. They are in fact the headings of the
following sections.

-

In order to be understood they have to be comprehensible.

-

In order to be recalled the information it has to be linkable to previous knowledge
of the target audience.

-

And in order to be accepted the texts have to be acceptable – and not only by the
target group but by all people who are confronted with those texts.
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Figure 2: Accessible Communication: Text and user perspective

This is rather complex and it is why accessible communication is quite hard to achieve;
accessible communication is an expert matter. When accessible communication does
not succeed this is usually due to a failure on one of these steps.
What is important to stress is that these are two perspectives. They go together, but
they are not identical. Like a pair of sandals: You usually need a left sandal and a right
sandal to walk. You know these rubber sandals with a strap between the first and
second toe: they are called Flip-Flops in German. Just Flip – or even Flip-Flip – is not
really helpful. In order to walk, you need Flip and Flop. Flip-Flop.
In very much the same way we need to know what our target groups …
-

are able to find,

-

where they are searching,

-

in which media and environments.

-

What they are able to perceive, process and understand.

-

What they are able to recall.

-

What they find acceptable.

-

How they act on the basis of such accessible information.
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And we need to know …
-

how texts or accessible media products can be placed,

-

how they can look or sound,

-

what language and text qualities they should have

-

and which translation strategies have to be applied to get those effects.

These are, as I said, intimately related subjects, but the research methods are not the
same.

3. Research Perspectives on Easy German
This being said I want to tell you what type of research my group and I are pursuing.
Whether we are Flip or Flop, so to speak, to make you understand what perspective I
am speaking to you from.
To make it short: We are Flip. At least mostly.
That is, left rubber sandal, text perspective. Unfortunately, my metaphor ends here,
because of course the recipient perspective is not Flop. On the contrary.
When Ursula Bredel and I were writing on the first of the three volumes of “Duden
Leichte Sprache”, we had to rely on previous research for example on comprehensibility or reading acquisition that was not executed with the target groups of Easy Language. The existing research is of course very helpful nonetheless and allowed us
conjectures and hypotheses. If you know the troubles weak readers without disability
encounter, you may deduce how to facilitate reading as such. And moreover, at the
Research Centre for Easy Language we were doing translation projects all the time
and working with the target groups. This was the basis for the rules in our books on
Easy German (Maaß 2015, Bredel/Maaß 2016a-c). But we need proof. So in many
places in our books we write (not quite literally): “What we state here, is quite probable
in the light of previous research, but has to be proven with the primary target groups.
We need research on Easy German with the primary target groups.”
In Hildesheim, my first small team and I started in 2011 with Easy Language research.
Our discipline is Translatology and Special Communication and, more generally,
Applied Linguistics. That is, our concern are texts in any form. We want to understand
how to translate texts that are adequate for the target situation (Maaß 2019). And we
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want to translate those texts ourselves and with our students. Expert-LaymenCommunication has always been an important subject for the research on specialized
communication. The question of how complex or simple the language involved may or
should be, is part of this subject. On the other hand, we have done research (and
teaching) on accessible media communication for many years now. In the field of
audiovisual translation, accessible communication has long been an important subject:
audiodescription for the blind, subtitling for the hard of hearing, just to name the two.
Hildesheim has a strong profile in this field. Prof. Nathalie Mälzer from our department
is one of the leading exponents of this field. And my chair also has the denomination
of “Media linguistics”, it also originates from here. Easy language though has not
played an adequate role in this research field, not in Hildesheim, not in Germany, not
in other countries. Since 2011, 2012 my team and I have concentrated our forces here.
Loraine Keller and Sergio Hernández from my team will give an insight into the early
years and the development of our Research Center this afternoon in their contribution
to this conference.
In 2015, I published a monograph on Easy German (Maaß 2015). And in 2016, my
colleague Ursula Bredel and I published the tree monographs on Easy German with
Duden as a publisher (2016a-c). We have brought copies of all books and my book
from 2015 is also available online (https://doi.org/10.25528/018). We relied on previous
research …
-

… on comprehensibility,

-

… on planned and artificial languages,

-

… on simplified technical languages,

-

… on reading acquisition,

-

… on German as a second language,

-

… on translatology, text linguistics and grammar research

-

… as well as on the research on hearing impairment, dementia, aphasia,
cognitive disability and the impact they have on language and text
comprehension.

What we do not know is in what way and to what extent the concrete regulations of
Easy German are really helpful to these groups. All the more because the regulations
on the different levels have the tendency to collide: what makes a word or a sentences
more perceptible and comprehensible may make the whole text less comprehensible.
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And enhanced perceptibility and comprehensibility may have harmful effects on acceptability.
An example: German has a reputation for its long words. We Germans try to live up
to this reputation when it comes to coining new words. This is a picture that I took on
a summer vacation at the North Sea coast:

Figure 3: One-day spa tax vending machine (private photograph)

This means “one-day spa tax vending machine”. We know that words beyond 3 syllables are a challenge to weak readers and this one has 8. So the German practical Easy
Language rules propose to separate the words with hyphens:
“Tages-Kur-Beitrags-Automat”
This may help to chop the word into the pieces it is composed of in order to reintegrate
them afterwards: The word does not mean to contain “Sau” (sow, female pig) or
“Tomat” (“tomato”) – this is what my daughters were reading when they saw the sign.
Readers that read “sow” and “tomato” here might find it difficult to reintegrate the word
and find coherent meaning. The hyphens show where to segment and what to reintegrate.
The problem is: Will the readers find the vending machine if the sign on the beach
looks so very differently from the one in the Easy Language leaflet? The much bigger
problem: The hyphenated version is not covered by German orthography. This means
by allowing the hyphens into the Easy Language rule set you offer the target groups
incorrect German. This is a moral hazard.
But, what is more, the incorrect hyphenated orthography triggers very negative
response from the people that are confronted with Easy German texts, for example on
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official websites. As the hyphens are there to enhance perceptibility they are perceptible at first glance. And the reactions are immediate. I cite from a letter directed to a
government body that had issued a brochure in Easy German:
“Are you pulling the reader's legs? This brochure is a provocation to me. Who
invented this nonsense? How can anyone come up with the absurd idea to use
the following spellings: [and then a long list of hyphenated words that defy
German orthography rules].”
Accordingly, we have tried to find a workaround: instead of the hyphens Ursula Bredel
and I have proposed a dot we called “Mediopunkt” (“Mediopoint”). This sign is not part
of the German orthographical system and thus more neutral. It does not generate
misspellings in the strict sense. And just as the hyphen it indicates the borders between
the single words in the compound noun. This Mediopoint is now widespread in Easy
German texts in Germany. But it is based on a mere hypothesis: We actually do not
know for sure whether it is helpful at all. It is most probable and the chance that it is
preferable to the hyphen are even bigger, but at the moment, we only suppose that.
This is where the other rubber sandal comes into action (as I said, I won’t call it “Flop”
because it is actually not): They go and test those rules (and the Mediopoint is only
one of many examples) with the primary target groups. At the moment in Germany, it
is above all the research team of professor Silvia Hansen-Schirra from the University
of Mainz/Germersheim that are doing this type of research with different target groups
and provide important and eagerly awaited answers. Another study has been performed by professor Bettina Bock with people with cognitive disability.
We want to know:
-

How helpful are the rules on word, sentence and text level?

-

And if they collide, which one to prefer?

The first results show a variety of different responses for the different groups, and again
in some respects a clash between perceptibility and comprehensibility on the one side
and acceptability on the other side, sometimes even between perceptibility and
comprehensibility.
We will surely have the opportunity to get into detail in other presentations and workshops by Silvia’s group during this conference. Easy Language research needs to
know more about it and we are eager to learn.
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4. “Easy Language”
Let me briefly explain why I speak of Easy Language and not of “Easy-to-read” as is
common. In German, we have “Leichte Sprache” (that is: „Easy Language“) as the
most comprehensibility enhanced version of German. And we have “Einfache Sprache”, that is somewhat more complex, corresponding to “Plain Language” in English.

Figure 4: Varieties of comprehensibility enhanced Language

In the terminology of some other languages, the aspect of “Reading” is part of the
concept:
-

Lättläst in Swedish,

-

lectura fácil in Spanish,

-

Easy-to-Read in English.

“Leichte Sprache” also often translates as “Easy-to-Read German”. But the terms
“Plain Language” and “Easy-to-read” are not situated on the same conceptual level.
The term “Plain Language” opens a perspective on the different levels of language and
interaction:
-

morphology

-

lexis

-

syntax

-

pragmatics

-

text

-

interaction by communication
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“Easy-to-read”, on the contrary, focusses on the question of reading information. But
only part of the target groups is actually reading. Only 30% of the people with cognitive
disability are readers in the sense of reading texts. But also the others need accessible
information. There is a big variety of different media realizations of texts and only some
of them require the ability to read.
-

Very dynamic in Germany, at the moment, is Easy Language interpreting.

-

We have Easy Language audio tracks on websites.

-

We have Easy Language audioguides and so on.

This does not imply reading. And we need those forms. And we need to explore the
field between Easy and Plain Language; they are landmarks in the same field. The
term Easy-to-Read does not display all that. It does not suffice.
So I use the term “Easy Language” or alternatively, “Easy German”, “Easy Finnish”
and so on, if one special language is concerned. I would be glad if the term catches
on because adequate terminology helps a lot in conceptualizing fields of research.
And inadequate terminology may blur the view.
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5. „Find“ / „Retrievable“
Let’s come back to the question what makes communication accessible. You remember the pair of rubber sandals:

Figure 5: Text and user perspective

The first of these coupled pairs are „find” on the recipient side and “retrievable” on the
text side. Being retrievable is not a text quality in terms of linguistics. It is not the task
of translators, but rather of the clients and authorities that order the texts. But it is the
first prerequisite to accessibility. And it is very often not taken in consideration. I remind
you of our example with the Schleswig-Holstein electoral information.
Being able to find a communication offers correlates, on the recipient side (right rubber
shoe), to sociological variables such as age, socioeconomic status, group membership.
-

What media or platforms does a group choose to use or has access to?

-

Can they afford the gadgets or do they have access to the infrastructure to use
such gadgets?

-

For example, do they have access to free WiFi?

Just to make up some examples – in order to provide news articles in Easy German
for people of old age, or for people living in facilities for the disabled, what do you think
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is better: a printed newspaper in Easy Language or some online articles hidden in the
middle of a website? An Easy Language news broadcast online or on cable news?
It is trivial to answer these questions and yet most of the texts in Easy Language are
made available exclusively online as the cost of production and distribution is low and
everybody is on the internet anyway. But is that so?
-

What do we know about the equipment with smartphones, tablets, WiFi for people
living in facilities?

-

Are those people really accessing online material?

Because if not, we do not need to ask whether the texts are perceptible, comprehendsible and so on. If they are not found by the target group, they can be as perceptible and
comprehensible as they may. Silke Gutermuth (2020) from the University of Mainz/
Germersheim conducted a very important reception oriented survey (right rubber
sandal) on Easy and Plain Language with four different target groups:
-

cognitive disability

-

migration

-

old age (65 and older)

-

and control group

With respect to the group “old age” she writes:
„The number of seniors who did not own a computer and thus were not familiar
with the topic in the sense of usability but also with respect to terminology was
considerate. The test persons found it difficult to cope with terms belonging to
information technology like „download“ or „online plattform“. […] The contact
with the medium „computer“, that does not form part of the aged peoples everyday life, caused irritations […]. Many of the aged test persons expressed the
sensation of being left behind and ignored because they are not able to keep up
with digitalization. They reported that very often they were being referred to online pages for more information.” (Gutermuth 2020: 214)
Finding communication offers correlates to expectability: Do the target groups expect
a communication offer at a certain location or don’t they? Clients in the media business
tend to combine Easy Language offers with click counts and are quickly disappointed
if click counts remain low. But people will only search for an offer if they expect it. Here,
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the improved legal situation may prove helpful: If people know that they are entitled to
these texts, they might search. Whether they will be able to find existing offers
depends, on the text side (left rubber sandal), on the mediality, the distribution and the
location of the text offer.

Figure 6: Factors to facilitate retrievability and finding information

Mediality means the type of realization: print, cable, radio, online and so on. The
different groups use media of different mediality. So text offers have to be made
available in different forms of mediality. If not, text offers will remain a barrier at least
for some groups.
To sum up this point: If you must by law provide electoral information for people with
disability and you simply put this material online on the third subpage of your website,
you did not make an accessible communication offer. Perhaps in legal terms. But not
in practice.
Distribution means: How will your communication offer be delivered? This relates to
recipient side parameters like availability of devices (Smartphone? Computer? Tablet?) or the necessary infrastructure (network coverage? Access to wifi? Acces to a
newspaper subscription? Etc.). Distribution will need media institutions:
-

Book store, newsstand, supermarket or other – what does the intended audience
really use?
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-

Will they enter a book store, and if they do, will they go inside beyond the entrance?

-

Is the offer perhaps easier retrievable if you distribute it via the supermarket or the
local coffee shops?

-

In case of medical information: at the local pharmacy or the family doctor?

At the moment, these are questions that, at least in Germany, are rarely taken in
consideration. And yet, they are vital.
The clients of accessible communication are usually not (or not all of them) so agile as
to change their daily routines in the search for information. To go out of their way. One
might say they have to try harder if they want to participate. But it might be in the very
nature of their disability that they cannot do that. So if we want accessible
communication we should try harder to reach them on their regular paths.
Location is also part of the issue:
-

Where is the communication offer located in the multitude of communication offers
in a media institution or platform? For example, when the Finnish Easy Language
delegation visited us in May, we attended a meeting at the Central Library of Hannover. They showed us their Easy German books in the library. I need to point out
that Germany is ahead in Easy Language texts in the fields of administrative and
political communication. But we have almost no fiction and non-fiction books in
Easy German. This is deplorable and needs to change. To come back to my
example: The Central Library of Hannover has bought several copies of almost all
fiction books that are available in Easy and Plain German (they are only a few, but
still). Again: a lot of good will. And where do you find those books? On the fourth
floor in the middle of books of all kind on a shelf next to books in Dutch – as “Easy
Language” is counted as one language and thus put on the foreign language shelf,
letter “L” for “Leichte Sprache”. Let me make this very clear: this is no reproach,
just an observation as to where we stand as of now.

Very typical is the location of Easy Language texts on subpages of Websites. So to
access this material, people with reading difficulties have to browse standard language
material on the search for the texts designed for them. I can tell you: This will happen
very rarely.
Part of a solution would be to place the offer on the entrance page as Federal Ministries
do. But they have to do so by law and this makes it easy. Normally the web space on
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the entrance pages is highly contested and accessibility is not the only topic enterprises, administrations or news editors are dealing with. Therefore, outside of the context of Federal Ministries, the text offers in Easy German are usually not placed on the
top right of the entrance pages but in many different places.
And even if it is, means not always, that it leads directly to the Easy Language text
offer. I brought you just one example, there are many, of a project text on Inheritance
Law we did with our Ministry of Justice of Lower Saxony. They have Easy Language
in red on their starting page.

Figure 7: Entrance page of the Minstry of Justice of Lower Saxony (https://www.mj.niedersachsen.de)

But then you find all kinds of non-easy information on the pages that follow. And you
have to download the text in question from the document server amidst the regular
offer. Or you go and collect the brochure in the Ministry itself. Will our target groups
find it?
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Figure 8: Location of Easy Language text offers on the page of the Ministry of Justice of Lower Saxony
(https://www.mj.niedersachsen.de > Service > Publikationen)

Some people did indeed find it, as I will tell you later. But there is room for improvement.
As I said before: It is not the task of translators to make texts retrievable in the first
place, but of the clients and authorities that order the texts. But texts that are not
retrievable in the sense that I outlined, will reach the target groups only by chance.
This is not enough.
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Excursus I: Who are the target groups?
I)

Target groups

Let me make a short digression on the target groups. Strictly speaking, the target
groups are no digression at all, but the real purpose of accessible communication. I
mean digression here in the sense that my remarks follow the two lines of properties
of accessible communication:

Figure 9: Varieties of comprehensibility enhanced Language

One of those lines is entirely about users. The digression I want to make is about the
question who are those users.
Easy Language is closely related to the group of people with cognitive disability. In
Germany it was the empowerment movement of these people that brought Easy
German on the political agenda. But right from the beginning and even from the
empowerment also other groups were identified to be potential users of Easy German
texts, as the source texts are not accessible for them. Dementia, aphasia, psychological disorders of different kind, autism and so on are all related to difficulties with
regular texts. In recent years, for example, also people with limited language skills have
been addressed with Easy Language texts. In Germany, but also in Finland and per-
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haps elsewhere, as I understand. In Germany, people that need accessible communication for other than disability as a reason are not entitled to such texts. The reason
is that entitlements to Easy Language is regulated via the disability law and its regulations. But of course nobody will deny anybody an existing text in Easy Language if
he or she needs it. In fact, our clients and practical partners are increasingly interested
in Easy or Plain Language communication offers for other groups like refugees or
simply weak readers.

II)

Barriers in communication

Thus we propose to define the target groups not via disability but through their need
for accessible communication. This is probably a very left rubber sandal text approach:
Isabel Rink from my team has developed an approach that looks at the profiles of the
recipients in order to establish what kind of barrier a text will present to them (Rink
2019, 2020).
-

A text can represent a sensory barrier, for example if it is oral and the recipient
does not hear.

-

It can represent a cognitive barrier, for example, if the content is too abstract for
the recipient to process.

-

It can represent a motoric barrier if its physical shape is not appropriate for the
users, for examples, if the pages are too thin for the user to grab and turn. Or if a
page cannot be used without a computer mouse. This one is interesting, it shows
that even motoric disability may impede access to communication. Research often
focusses on single impairments and often does not consider that people may have
multiple disabilities.

-

A text can represent a language barrier, for example if it is in a language that the
recipient does not understand.

-

It can represent an expert knowledge barrier or expert language barrier, if the
text presupposes special knowledge or uses specialized language that the recipient
is not familiar with. If you once try to fill out a form to apply for whatever in whatever
context in Germany, you know that those texts are barriers to most anybody. Not
just to people with disabilities.
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A text may represent a cultural barrier, if it presupposes knowledge or attitudes
belonging to a certain culture that are possibly not comprehensible or perhaps not
acceptable.

-

And a text may represent a media barrier, this is the whole question of mediality
that I have already addressed.

The idea is that in order to make communication accessible, one has to remove the
barriers. And in order to remove the barriers you have to know better which groups
react in what way to the different possible barriers. This, then, would be a right rubber
sandal approach and you can see why we are so interested in their research and some
in my team are actually starting with some very interesting right rubber sandal project
als well. In Rink’s (2019, 2020) approach, accessible communication does not only
concern people with disabilities. Texts may represent barriers to anybody; this is very
often the case with legal or medical communication. Those texts may be
incomprehensible if not for legal or medical experts. Of course one will have to consider
if it is always Easy or rather Plain Language that is needed, and if Plain, what kind of
Plain Language. But there we are at the heart of accessible communication research
and practice.
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Old age

The biggest factor to create a need for accessible communication is old age. The
bigger part of disability is acquired, not congenital.

Figure 10: WHO report „The Global Burden of Disease” (2004)

The World Health Organisation estimates that at 80 years around 45 per cent of all
people in high-income countries suffer from moderate or severe disability, 15 per cent
of which suffer from severe disability. In Germany, almost 6 million people are 80 years
old or older and 23 Million are 60 years or older (Statistisches Bundesamt 2017).
Almost 50% of the blind lose sight beyond 80 years of age. The most common cause
of blindness in Germany is age-related macular degeneration. Five per cent of the blind
in Germany are able to read Braille. 95% are not. Of course this is no statement against
Braille. But if we talk about accessible communication we have to acknowledge, that
Braille alone is not sufficient to make content accessible to blind people.
The group of people with visual impairment is much bigger than the group of the blind.
The official categories to qualify someone as visually impaired are quite severe:
Visually impaired means a maximum of 30% remaining sight on the strong eye. This
is very little and many people who do not officially count as visually impaired are not
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able to see very well either. This means, that there is a much bigger number still of
people in need of perceptibility enhanced communication than those 1.2 million people
in Germany that count as visually impaired or blind.
But the number of people with reduced vision even is much bigger. Sight becomes
blurred from a certain age in many people as early as from their forties by presbyopia.
They do see but have problems with small letters and low contrast. Many of them are
able to read more or less well with outstretched arms.
Another cause for blurred vision is the cataract. This is a clouding of the eye lens which
leads to reduced eyesight. According to the Professional association of ophthalmologist in Germany (Berufsverband der Augenärzte Deutschlands, BVA), more than 90%
of the people between 65 and 75 years of age have a cataract at least in one eye and
at least half of them have reduced sight. And this sight reduction is not easily
compensated by glasses. Many people get eye operations, but not all and most not ad
once. So we are confronted with a very large group of old aged people with reduced
eye-sight. And I could repeat the same all over again for hearing impairment: In
Germany, we have around 80.000 sign language users and 16.8 million hearing
impaired, most of them with age related forms.
Why do I tell you that in a conference on Easy Language? Because Easy Language
texts do not only have to be formulated according to certain language rules, but they
have to be put in a mediality that is retrievable and perceptible to the target groups.
Old age triggers special needs. In the German discourse on Accessible
Communication, old age is almost never brought up. And yet we will all be old one day.
Additional to perceptibility enhanced texts, many old people are in need of Easy
Language:
-

Among them people that have been poor readers all their lives.

-

People that have come to the country where they are ageing now as grown-ups
and have never acquired sufficient language skills to cope, for example, with
medical or legal information.

-

People that have reduced attention spans or memory performance due to old age
or beginning dementia-type illnesses.

-

And people with congenital or long-term disability that are ageing now. This group
has not been very big in the past, but as now, fortunately, life expectancy for people
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with many types of disabilities is rising. So now we have to cope with the situation
that those people need accessible communication that meets their needs. Let’s
face it and get going.
In her study, Gutermuth (2020) shows that the group of seniors (65 years and beyond)
in her test profit more from Easy Language than from Plain Language – even if no other
impairment like dementia is involved. But they are, among her test groups, the ones
that most fervently decline Easy Language offers, as they are so different from what
they expect. They look on decades of media reception. They have developed habits
and media preferences. To meet their needs is a task that cannot be performed by
translators alone. We need communication and media experts, information designers,
just to name a few. Accessible communication is an expert business, and a
multidisciplinary one.

6. „Perceive“ / „Perceptible“
In order to be perceived it is very helpful if information is perceptible. This sounds so
trivial that I almost don’t dare to pronounce it. But it is often neglected even in products
especially designed for groups with special needs.
Let’s remain with the factor old age. As we have seen, the number of people suffering
from poor sight due to cataract is exceedingly high. The cataract often comes with
disorders of colour vision: the lens gets a yellowish tint. And now let’s have a look at
several German packages of denture adhesive creams of different brands. This is a
product with increased demand among the aged population, many of which have
reduced sight, especially for the greenish-yellowish colour shades.

Figure 11: Kukident denture adhesive cream (www.rb.com)
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Figure 12: Blend-a-dent denture adhesive cream (https://de.pg.com)

Figure 13: Steradent denture adhesive cream (www.rb.com)

Figure 14: Kukident denture adhesive cream (www.rb.com)
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As you can see, you have brown on yellow and again, brown on yellow; white on
yellow. White on green leaves. We know that perceptibility is further decreased with
busy backgrounds or background pictures, and yet: here they are. Of course, there are
also packages, even from the same manufacturers, that are better perceptible. But
often, and across manufacturers, perceptibility seems to be no priority in choosing
design options for these products.
Sometimes, companies refuse to acknowledge that many of their clients are aged and
for example are not easily to be addressed via Instagram. We work with a company
from the field of medical and health information that publishes a well-known pharmacy
magazine. They insist that their clients are between 30 and 60 years of age; I doubt
that (even if I cannot prove it). This is why I choose denture adhesive cream as an
example. There may well be clients below 60, but the main strategy should clearly be
directed toward those older than 70. As of now, the inscription on those packages will
not be visible to many of them. So there is a huge field to be tended in terms of
perceptibility so that we may harvest accessibility to communication one day.
Unfortunately, there is also the possibility to create excess of perceptibility. Easy
Language rules are designed to maximize perceptibility in any possible way.
-

A maximally perceptible font with enlarged font size and line spacing.

-

Long words are separated visually.

-

Each sentence on a new line.

-

Images of one and the same source and style for every Easy German text, according to the rules of Network Easy Language (“Netzwerk Leichte Sprache”), the most
widespread among the practical rule sets in Germany.
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Figure 15: Source: Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (2013: 95)

This may improve perceptibility on a word and sentence level. But it may also impede
understanding on the text level.
-

First of all, the very perceptible line structure of Easy German dissolves the texture
(this is where the word “text” is derived). You have to integrate sentences to reach
text level.

-

Secondly, all Easy Language texts look more or less the same in Germany.
Normally, readers derive information about the text type, text content and text
function by simply looking at its layout features and possibly, its imagery. In Easy
German texts, where all these special features are eliminated, users have to derive
this information by reading. Reading is easier if you have assumptions on what to
expect. But Easy German texts tend not to give this information.

So what improves perceptibility on the word and sentence level might actually disturb
understanding at text level.
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But there is more. As we have shown in Bredel/Maaß 2016 and beyond, it is very
improbable that the pictures used in Easy Language texts are helpful for understandding. They are all derived from the same source: the bureau for Easy Language of
Bremen. They have developed a set of 2000 images and they claim on their website:
With images, texts are easier to understand. That’s why images belong to Easy
Language as content-related duplication of the text. These are special images
– Easy Language Images. The Bureau for Easy Language has, with means of
the Aktion Mensch, developed a system of images that is supposed to be
standard for all Germany. An illustrator develops the images, and testers [with
cognitive

disability]

check

their

usefulness

and

comprehensibility.

(https://lebenshilfe-bremen.de/angebote/buero-fuer-leichte-sprache/bilder-fuerdie-leichte-sprache/)

Figure 16: “Easy Language” (https://lebenshilfe-bremen.de)

Of course you cannot double the meaning of texts on any subject with the same and
identical 2000 images. It is not helpful for the understanding of the text message if
every Easy German text uses the same pictures over and over again, and in very
different contexts. It will impede readers to get hold of the macro level and the text
function if all texts from all text types look the same.
And it may also be harmful at the level of the single text. Let’s have a look at an
example: It is taken from the website of a representative for the people with disability
of a major German city. I will not name it nor him as this is not about shaming Easy
Language text offers. I just want to point out what I am talking about. As the images
are the same for each such page, it should not easily be identified. The page is in Easy
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German, the translation is mine. Please look at the text-image relations (source of the
following three images: https://lebenshilfe-bremen.de):
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
My name is [name].
I am working at the district administration.
I am there for the people with disabilities.
Especially for the people from the [name of
the district]
The difficult word for me is:
Local Representative for the people
with disabilities.

I have been Representative for the people
with disabilities for a year now.
I often meet people that do a lot for people
with disabilities.
I am very glad about that.

Have a look: What do you see? Who is the Representative for the people with
disabilities? Does he have a visible disability? Because on the first image he seems to
have one and on the second, not. The answer is: he has not. Let’s have a look at image
number 3:
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Mr [name] also helps in conflicts.
For example:
Someone has trouble with a government
agency.

Here, one of the two men that look a little annoyed must be the government official.
The main reference person of the text, the Representative for people with disabilities
of that major German city, who in real life is a man without visibly disabilities, has turned
into a woman. But the reference has not changed. The whole text is about the same
person.
Why do we have different visual representations? It is very simple:
-

The first image is called “Representative for people with disabilities”.

-

The second image stands for “Work group”.

-

The third for “Settle a dispute”.

But there is no coherence in the representation and the images are not helpful on text
level, maybe the contrary. And of course, these images are not the duplication of the
text.
So what is the actual function of these pictures if they are not helpful for comprehension? They are used to identify a text as a text belonging to the Easy German text
universe. They are used to make the texts discernible from non-easy texts, so that the
target groups can look for them and find them. Thus, they do not contribute greatly to
perceptibility and understanding, but perhaps to retrievability. The problem is, this
identifying function comes at a price.
The pictures along with the other layout features for enhanced perceptibility distinguish
Easy Language texts from the “normal” texts. They identify their readers as “those who
are not able to read properly / those with communication impairments”. Communication
impairment carries a stigma. So the diversity of the layout carries the risk to stigmatize
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the readers of those texts. You will remember the harsh reactions of the old age group
among the test persons in Gutermuth’s (2020) research project. They refuse to be
called readers of such texts even if they would profit for their understanding. So the
German strategy to maximally enhance perceptibility of Easy Language texts also
maximally enhances stigma.

Excursus II: Stigma
Communication disability is perceived as stigma. To need Easy Language may trigger
negative attributions, like, the person or group in question …
-

… is barely able to read

-

… cannot understand “proper German”

-

… cannot participate in specialized discourses without massive help

-

… needs explanation for the simplest facts and correlations and has, thus, most
probably reduced mental capacities

-

… cannot grasp the beauty and complexity of the language

-

… endangers the German language, if such texts are to be the new standard
as part of the inclusive society

In order to enhance stigma, it is not the question, whether or to what extent these
attributions are well-founded or true. Therefore, speaking about the target groups and
about who “needs” Easy German is at least ambivalent: On the one hand this is the
basis for our work to make communication accessible. On the other hand, we
potentially stigmatize the groups we openly identify as primary target groups.
Easy language texts are potentially stigmatizing as they lay unfold the fact of communication disability. But the extent of damage greatly depends on text design. Unfortunately, some features in the current German way of designing Easy Language texts
are maximizing the stigma. As we have no thorough research on what is really helpful
for the primary target groups – we are still mostly lacking findings from the right rubber
sandal approaches – we are mainly just guessing. But some of the solutions that are
widespread are most probably not helpful for understanding. But they are, as to what
we observe in practice and in discourse, most probably maximizing stigma.
The rules of the Network Easy Language favour a text design that separates the texts
as much as possible from the “proper German texts”: in language, in concept, in view.
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And many of the bureaus for Easy Language in Germany practice that text design.
This text design highlights the diversity of the addressees, that is, the primary target
groups, in a way that potentially stigmatizes them. It is questionable if the texts with
the typical Easy German layout are really easy to understand. Highlighting diversity by
infringing language rules and text design conventions is potentially enhancing the
stigma for the target groups.
According to Goffman, stigma is “an undesired differentness from what we had
anticipated” (Goffman 1963: 6). Jones (1984) names six dimensions that influence
stigma:
-

concealability

-

course

-

disruptiveness

-

aesthetic qualities

-

origin

-

peril

According to Jones, a condition is potentially more stigmatizing if the undesired
diverseness …
-

… is more visible and not concealable

-

… is permanent and not temporary

-

… is disruptive, that is, separates the people or groups affected from the
supposed normality

-

… is repelling, that is, contrasting what is agreed on as being beautiful

-

… is self-imposed, that is, due to the person’s or group’s own fault. An example
for this category is illiteracy without disability that is usually attributed to failure
or denial of the people affected

-

… puts others in danger. This is the case of contagious illness, that carry severe
stigma. In our case, it is the question whether Easy Language could possibly be
the new standard. This question is always posed and people tend to react very
hostile in respect.

In Bredel/Maaß (2016a, b, 2019) we show that Easy Language is dilemmatic: The
presence of Easy Language texts enhances stigma, because they ley open the underlying disability that triggers them. But good quality Easy Language texts also carry in
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themselves the potential to overcome the stigma at least partly, because they may be
a key to communicative inclusion.
You remember what I said about communicative barriers: Disability is not the only possible reason why someone does not understand his or her doctor or lawyer. So Easy
Language texts can, if they are acceptable, spread beyond the primary target groups.
We have witnessed that in the case of our brochure on inheritance law, the one that I
mentioned before. It has been distributed tens of thousands of times in a few months,
surely not only among the primary target groups.
As to the primary target groups, with Easy Language at their disposal they might not
have to ask for help over and over again, but be free to act on their own just like everybody else does. They wouldn’t need to expose their disability in each and every situation because the Easy Language text simply solves the problem of “not understanding”.
If we follow the categories of Jones’, Easy Language texts will be less stigmatizing if
they are, at least in layout, closer to the standard texts. This is the approach adopted
by Finland, as I understand. The Easy Finnish texts that I have seen, adjust themselves
as much as possible to the regular text conventions; they reduce diverseness.
As I already told you, Germany has chosen a different path: Easy Language texts tend
to stress their “differentness”, to cite Goffman again, with respect to the “normal”
German texts. As we have seen, this prevents some potential target groups from
positively identifying and using Easy Language texts – I think of the old aged people in
Gutermuth’s study. Despite those difficulties and dilemmas, it is of course not acceptable to renounce with Easy Language texts just because they lay open the existing
stigma of communication disability. But it is also not acceptable to ignore that Easy
Language texts can enhance stigma for the target groups. They are vulnerable to
stigma; we have to consider this.
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7. Comprehend > Recall / Comprehensible > Linkable
Easy Language is easy to understand. This is perhaps the most prominent of its features. And it is the one I will talk about least as it will be addressed in many contributions
today and tomorrow. Comprehensibility is indeed the core of the concept: Easy
Language is reduced to prototypical everyday vocabulary and basic morphological and
syntactic features:
-

short, simple sentences

-

no or almost no passive voice

-

limitations on the irrealis mood

On the text level
-

explanation of vocabulary not considered as basic

-

disclosure of presupposition

-

clear topic structure

These qualities have been proven by research to enhance comprehensibility in general. As to the primary target groups I already pointed out that we are still lacking
research in this respect.
In the heading to this section, I coupled 4 and not 2 terms, as in the other headings.
The reason is that the question is not only if the target group understands, but if it is
able to recall the information. I will quickly illustrate the problem with an example: As
director of the Research Centre for Easy Language with currently 9 members, some of
which are financed through the university and others through external means, I have
constant contact to our financial department and controlling. The first times I came from
one of those meetings I remembered that I had understood what was said while in the
meeting. But I could not recall or reply decently when my colleague Isabel asked me:
“And? What did they say?” To perceive and process the information had simply eaten
up the entire resource in my head. There was no resource left for transferring what I
had heard and understood into my long-term memory. It was too much new
information. The information just did not stick. Isabel then made the wise decision to
accompany me to these meetings to avert further damage.
But it was getting better. Though I was not able to recall the exact instructions, a basis
of concept on University finance was laid in my head and during the following meetings,
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this basis was steadily growing. Now I follow much easier as there is some knowledge
and the information I get in those meetings is not all new.
Most probably you all know situations where you understand but cannot recall later: for
example, at the doctor’s. What exactly did he say? Didn’t you understand in the
situation? Perhaps. But still you simply don’t recall.
Again, it is problematic to confer this observation (existing research that has proven
many times this effect for standard text users) to people with communication disability.
If attention span or long-term memory are affected by illness or disability the possibilities to learn may be limited. This actually poses a limit to what a single text can
convey. If we implement German law we have to translate official notices, general
rulings, public-law contracts and forms into Easy German. In order to do that we have
to suppose that our target audience is able to form concepts and learn.
Some contents, though, may be too complex for some of the target groups: either a
text requires too much previous knowledge on the issue that the reader does not have
and is not able to build up. Or the issue itself is so abstract or complex that it is not
comprehensible to some target groups, especially those with cognitive disability. Not
all individuals will be able to process every kind of information. But cognitive disability
(like all other forms of disability) come in a wide range.
We are translators and we train translators. It is not us to decide which texts to
translate. But of course we speak to our clients about this problem. What is rarely done
in Germany: Ask the primary target groups which texts they need and wish for in Easy
German and provide the means for those texts. We do that in our contacts with the
target groups and some very nice projects have resulted from those discussions, but
it is rarely done.
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8. Accept / Acceptable
The last Flip-flop pair is “accept and acceptable”. Like for the others, there is no causal
relationship between them: a text can be acceptable according to the rules of
pragmatics and culture and yet might nonetheless not be accepted. But it helps a lot,
if it does correspond to the rules. Again, this is a complex matter and I will once more
adopt the left rubber sandal text perspective. Easy Language texts can be unacceptable in different ways. And they can work on acceptability on different levels. The
problem is not always the Easy Language text. People with communication disability,
or disabilities as such, often have negative previous experience with authorities as a
whole or with special authorities and their texts.
-

They might have been addressed asymmetrically, in a condescending,
patronizing way.

-

They might have seen their requests turned down although they had thought to
be entitled to public services of a certain kind.

-

They might, in short, have negative presentiments in the face of official
communication.

-

Or they might be afraid in face of medical communication and the impact that
the information in a text might have on their lives.

This might make it difficult for them to find texts acceptable. Unfortunately, texts rarely
address these fears and preconditions proactively. It would be sometimes helpful if
they did. Unfortunately, the contrary is often the case.
Easy Language has the chance to reflect on this issue and make texts acceptable that
are not in their original version. We find examples for such best case scenarios in
Isabel Rinks (2020) book on Easy German legal communication.
But we have seen (or I tried to show, let’s put it that way) that Easy Language texts
tend to have acceptability problems of their own. Sometimes, the asymmetry in
address is not a matter of the original version, but expressly of the Easy Language
text: Too many Easy Language texts are patronizing themselves, they are
asymmetrical, with an attitude of “Listen, you are not so smart, but I will explain it to
you”. Remember Gutermuth’s (2020) findings that the old age test group found Easy
Language unacceptable even if they would have needed it. The problem is greatly
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aggravated by the Easy Language layout and imaging conventions that I talked about
at length.
“Einfache Sprache”, that is, “Plain German”, does not have this acceptability issue. But
it is far less comprehensible than Easy German and, in Gutermuth’s (2020) study,
proved not to be sufficient to the primary target groups. There are some languages like
Dutch, or Finnish, that work with a threefold division of the field. Finland, according to
Leealaura Leskelä, distinguishes “Easiest EtR”, “Basic EtR” and “Advanced EtR”
(Leskelä 2019).
-

Easiest EtR has only basic everyday vocabulary, most frequent and basic morphosyntax and a very restricted amount of information. It is often released in
multimodal form (audio track, visual aid etc.).

-

Basic EtR, according to Leealaura, is the most widespread form of Easy
Language in Finland and directed toward different groups in need of Easy
Language.

-

Advanced EtR, on the contrary, has no strict criteria, but follows flexible principles. It addresses people with minor reading troubles and is a connection to
General Finnish (Leskelä 2019).

Perhaps an enriched form of Easy German could be a solution to the acceptability
issue. In Dutch, this version is called “Taal vor allemaal Plus” (“Language for all Plus”;
Moonen 2019). This Easy Language Plus would have to avoid the most stigmatizing
features of current Easy German and convey features of the original text world. In my
mind, this could be a chance for real communicative inclusion.
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9. Direction: Forward
These last sentences are, strictly speaking, already part of a possible outlook. So it’s
time for my concluding remarks, and they will be brief.
If we have a closer look on the conditions of communicative accessibility, we see that
providing it is not an easy task. Well-functioning Easy Language is quite a difficult
issue. It requires know-how, experts of different kind, and cooperation.
-

Cooperation is needed between researchers and professionals of different fields
of Accessible Communication: Easy language texts are not only about the
language, but also about their mediality.

-

Cooperation is of course needed between researchers, professionals and the
target groups.

-

Cooperation is needed between experts and professionals from different countries and languages, as each of us might be stuck in our systems, but the systems are different and we can learn from one another.

Our highly specialized societies tend not to be accessible in communication – this is
true not only for people with communicative disabilities, but for many more people. By
working on Easy and Plain Language, we can make our world more accessible for
everybody, including those with special needs (you see, this sentence has a double
meaning playing on the term “include”). It is a huge and wonderful task to keep going
on this road. Let’s change the flip-flops for walking boots and make our way together.
Thank you very much.
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